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Medium Optimization

Fermentation industry require particular product from given organisms. Only
particular product is not important but it should be produce in large quantity.

For the production of huge amount of particular product ,either medium formulation
is proper or there should be improvement in organism.

Medium optimization is a process where components of medium or different
conditions either varied in concentration or changed so that we can get better growth
of the organisms for high productivity.

Different combinations and sequences of process conditions need to investigate to
determine the growth conditions, which produce the biomass with the physiological
state best, constituted for product formation. There may be a sequence of phases
each with a specific set of optimal conditions.
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Different Methods for Fermentation Process Optimization
Borrowing
It is an open-ended system where all the medium components used for analysis of product
formation taken from the different authors. It is very easy to see the ingredients of particular
media from various authors, but there are so many options and one has to select the
appropriate medium for particular fermentation process.

Component Replacing

It is also an open-ended system for process optimization. Ingredients of the different
fermentation medium compared and others replace few of the components. With this
method, we cannot get idea about interaction of different medium components, but different
medium component like carbon, nitrogen and other sources screened for medium
optimization

Biological Mimicry
In this method,different elemental composition required by the microbes for its best growth
is studied. Medium formulationbased on the composition and exact amount of components
required by microorganisms. Such type of medium gives best growth and high yield of
product but this process is time consuming and expensive. It is not easy to analyze the
elemental composition of microbes. It is aclose-ended system, where component interactions
cannot studied.
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One Factor At-A-Time
•It is also a close-ended system for medium optimization process. In this method,
optimization of medium carried out by changing any one of the ingredients of the
medium while keeping all other parameter as it is. It is time consuming and difficult to
study the interactions among the medium ingredients.

•This method is useful for study of only few medium ingredients or parameters, as it
requires large number of experimental sets which is again time consuming and
expensive. This method is very popular as it is easy and suitable for given medium at a
time.

Factorial Design
•Factorial design is a close-ended system for optimization of medium. This method
involves variation in factors or parameter at two or more levels. Factorial design is
highly efficient in providing interaction among various factors and allow us to study
effect if each factor and its interactions, giving maximum yield.

•In this process equation is used that will provide information regarding particular
factors like strain, medium components and other physical parameters and their
interactions; that can change yield.
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•To make a full factorial search, which would examine each possible combination of
independent variable at appropriate levels, could require a large number of experiments,
xn, where x is the number of levels and n is the number of variables. This may be quite
appropriate for three nutrients at two concentrations (23 trials) but not for six nutrients at
three concentrations.

•When investigation is for more than five independent variables, the Plackett-Burman
design used to find the most important variables in a system, which is then optimized in
further studies.

Plackett-Burman Design
•This procedure will identify the important variables and allow them to be rank in order of
importance to decide which to investigate in a more detailed study to determine the
optimum values to use.

•Plackett-Burman gives a series of designs for up to one hundred experiments using an
experimental rationale known as balanced incomplete blocks. This technique allows for
the evaluation of X-1 variables by X experiments. X must be a multiple of 4, e.g. 8, 12, 16,
20, 24, etc. Normally one determines how many experimental variables need to be
included in an investigation and then selects the Plackett-Burman design which meets that
requirement most closely in multiples of four
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•Any factors not assigned to a variable designated as a dummy variable. Alternatively,
factors known to not have any effect may be included and designated as dummy variables;
the incorporation of dummy variables into an experiment makes it possible to estimate the
variance of an effect (experimental error).

•This procedure will identify the important variables and allow them to rank in order of
importance to decide which to investigate in a more detailed study to determine the optimum
values to use. The next stage in medium optimization would be to determine the optimum
level of each key independent variable, which identify by the Plackett-Burman design using
response optimization techniques, which is introduced, by Box and Wilson.

•Response Surface Methodology

•Not only different variables but also their quantity is important in formulating medium for
optimal growth of organisms giving high yield. It is a Statistical experiment design, which
provides information regarding quantity of various variable used in Plackett-Burman
method. Here response is the yield of product when particular quantity of various variables
is used. Here mathematical calculations used for the combinations of quantities of various
parameters and its effect, which gives result, which is plotted,and model is prepared by
which one can predict the amount of variable s for the medium optimization.
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Evolutionary Operation
It is method for obtaining high yield by using factorial design serially; while changing
variables of media used in factorial design until improvement in the result is greater than
the estimated values.

Evolutionary Operation Factorial Design
This methodology is a hybrid of evolutionary operation and factorial design technique.
This methodology is multi variable sequential search technique; where the effects of n
variable factors are studied and response is analyze statistically, which enable the
selection of optimum conditions for individual parameters for planning of following
experiments.
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